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Civilian machinery: BAZ-69095
chassis 6х6.1 

Curb 
weight, kg

Lifting capacity, kg 

Curb weight, kg 14775
Weight of transported cargo, kg (V max50 
km/h/V max 80 km/h) 19725/14250

Total weight, kg  (V max50 km/h/V max 80 
km/h) 34500/29025

Total weight of towed trailer, kg:

- for all types of roads and terrain;
- for roads with a hard surface and improved 
soil one

15000

50000

Engine (model) YAMZ-7511.10
Engine power, hp 400

Gearbox Nine-speed 
YAMZ-2393-20

Suspension 
independent on the transversal 

swinging arms, two-torsional with a 
shock absorber on each wheel

Tires, model BEL-66A, VN-3 
Maximum speed, km/h: 50/80
Control fuel consumption, l/100 km 50
Cruising range according to the control fuel 
consumption, km 1,000

Turning radius, m, 13-14.5

Maximum lift overcome by chassis, degrees 30

Maximum angle of static transverse stability, 
deg. 40

Maximum fordable depth, m 1.4

Maximum trench width, m 0.9

Warranty mileage, km 30,000

Load distribution along the axes at total weight 
(V max 50 km/h)

Load distribution along the axes at total weight 
(V max 80 km/h)

Load distribution along the axes at curb 
weight



Drilling rig A40

Application of modifications of BAZ-69095 to NH

Well cementing complex SIN31
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Well cementing complex SIN31 BAZ-69095

Purpose:
The universal pump unit SIN31 is designed for hydraulic fracturing of seams, cementing, 
hydro-sandblasting perforation, injection of various liquids when working on oil and gas wells. 
Advantages:
- The unit is the only one that is commercially available in its class. 
- The pump is equipped with three types of plungers and goes with seals designed for work with 
various liquids. 
- A hydro-mechanical five-speed gearbox is used. 
- Control and monitoring of the main rig systems, as well as pressure and flow adjustment of 
pumping fluid is carried out from the driver's cab.
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Well cementing complex SIN31

Specifications of the universal pumping unit SIN 31

Hydraulic horsepower output, kW (hp) 420 (571)
Three-plunger high-pressure pump SIN31

Plunger diameter, mm 80;100;125
Maximum pressure, MPa (with plunger diameter)

80 mm 100
100 mm 70
125 mm 45

Maximum theoretical capacity, l/s (m3/h) (with plunger diameter and pressure)

80 mm 37 MPa 11.3 (40.7) 
100 mm 23 MPa 17.7 (63.7)
125 mm 15 MPa 27.5 (99)

Pump drive engine diesel, V2-800ТК-S4
Manifold drift diameter, mm

Receiver 100
Infusion 50
Auxiliary 50

Dimensions, mm 9560х2660х3700
Weight, kg 20 000

BAZ-69095
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Drilling rig A40 BAZ-69095

Brief specifications
The off-road tractor BAZ-69095 is designed 
for installation of special equipment and 
towing trailers during operation on all types 
of roads and terrain.

Curb weight 15 250 kg
Weight of transported cargo 19250 kg
Total weight 34 500 kg
Engine power  470 hp
Maximum lift 30 degrees
Fordable depth 1.4 m
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Civilian machinery: BAZ-690902
chassis 8х8.1

Production since 2002.

Purpose – installation of drilling rigs, placement of other equipment and 
provision of traffic on all types of roads and terrain

Axle load, kg

Curb 
weight, kg

Lifting capacity, kg 

Curb weight, kg                                                            17000
Weight of mounted equipment, kg
 (Vmax 50 km/h/Vmax 80 km/h 29000/23000 
Total chassis weight, kg

(Vmax 50 km/h/Vmax 80 km/h)                       46000/40000
Engine (model)                                                          YAMZ-7511
Engine power, h.p.                                                               400

Transmission                                                         Nine-speed. YAMZ-2393-20
Maximum chassis speed, km/h:               50/80 (tires Bel-66A)

                  50 (tires VI-3) 
Control fuel consumption, l/100 km                                     60
Cruising range according to the control fuel consumption, km              1000
Turning radius, m, no more than                                               15

Suspension independent on the transversal 
swinging arms, two-torsional with 

a shock absorber on 
each wheel

Maximum angle of static transverse stability, deg.              40
Maximum fordable depth, m                 1.2
Tires, model                                                         BEL-66A, VI-3
Power takeoff, kW (hp) from PTO shaft PTO box (parked). 220 (300)
                              525/70 R21 (1300×530-533 164V )
 

 

Axle load, kg
Load distribution along the axes at 

curb weight

Curb 
weight, kgLoad distribution along the axes at total weight 

(V max 50 km/h)
Load distribution along the axes at total weight 

(V max 80 km/h)
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Variants of use of the chassis BAZ-690902

URP-60 BG and URP-60/80 BG

Units 
А60/80М1

Idel-8
0

Car crane KS-69731 lifting capacity 60 t

tip-truc
k

pipe 
truck
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Variants of use of the tractor BAZ
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Units А60/80М1

1.Purpose
The unit A60/80M1 is designed for development and overhaul of oil and gas wells, drilling operations by mud motors or rotary 
method.
The unit is designed for work in macro-climatic regions with a moderate and cold climate at an ambient temperature from minus 45 
to plus 400C. Placement category I according to GOST 15150-69.
Operations:
- easy movement from well to well; 
- installation and dismantling of equipment at the wellhead; 
- tripping operations with pumping rods, pump and compressor and drill pipes; 
- mechanized screwing and unscrewing of pump and compressor and drill pipes; 
- setting up cement bridges in wells through the mast manifold; 
- drilling of sand plugs, cement bridges, cutting of windows in the casing by a rotor with hydraulic drive; 
- fishing and other types of work; 
- flushing wells through the mast manifold; 
- well development after the completion of drilling operations; 
- geophysical operations.

The lifting block is mounted on the cross-country chassis. Сhassis engine YAMZ-7511 is used for the drive of attachments. A 
drilling winch with transmissions, a mast height from the ground to the crown block axis of 24 m, an auxiliary winch with a lifting 
capacity of 3 t, an emergency drive allowing to complete the tripping operations and dismantle the unit, working and emergency 
lighting, an auxiliary hydrodynamic brake providing automatic uniform braking of the winch are mounted on the hoist block. The unit 
is equipped with two hydraulic catheads, a manifold, a swivel, a drilling rotor with a hydraulic drive, a wellhead area, instruments for 
monitoring the drilling parameters of IVE-50.

BAZ-690902
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URP-60 BG and URP-60/80 BG

Application area.  The unit is designed for production of maintenance, overhauls and development of 
oil and gas wells with a depth of up to 3000 m. Ambient class "U", placement category I according to 
GOST 15150-69 at ambient temperature from -40° to + 40°C

The unit is designed for production of maintenance, overhauls and 
development of oil 
 and gas wells with a depth of up to 3000 m. Ambient class "U", placement 
category
 I according to GOST 15150-69 at ambient temperature from -40° to + 40°C

BAZ-690902
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URP-60 BG and URP-60/80 BG

Specifications of ElAZ URP-60/80BG for chassis BAZ 690902

BAZ-690902

Mounting base-car chassis car chassis BAZ 690902

Hook-load capacity, t
nominal 600 (60)

short-term, maximum allowable 800 (80)

Travelling system
six-line
string-up 3х4

Adjusting the speed of the hook movement infinitely variable

Derrick

telescopic, two-section with open front 

lift into working position by hydraulic jacks

height to crownblock axis, m 27.5
Maximum height of hook lifting, m 23

Hydraulically operated winch with remote hydraulic brake 
shoe control system

Electrical equipment

Voltage, V 24

supply of the working systems of the unit
from the car generator 
through the accumulator 
battery
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Idel-8
0

The unit is designed for the development and overhaul of oil and gas wells (WO), as well as drilling by 
rotary (RD) or mud motors of various purposes: 
- search, 
- hydrogeological, 
- water intake, 
- operational (oil and gas).
The conventional depth of wells for repair and development is 4000 m (production tubing 14 kg/m).
The conventional drilling depth is 2000 m (drilling tubing 24 kg/m).  

OPERATION CONDITIONS:
Macro-climatic regions with moderate and cold climate 
at ambient temperatures from +50 to -45 C. 
Placement category of 1 according to GOST 15150.

BAZ-690902
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Idel-8
0

Mounting base BAZ-690902
Load capacity on the traveling block 
- nominal, kN (tf) 
- short-term, maximum allowable, kN (tf)

600 (60) (without wind) 
800 (80)

Height to crownblock axis, m 22.6

Mast telescopic, two-section with open front 

- mast mount in working position
device intended for anchorless mount and 
system of braces for attachment to external 
anchors

Hook travel speed, m/s - maximum/least 1.42/0.15

Travelling system six-line
- string-up 3х4
Main winch single-drum
- diameter of the rotary line, mm 25 25
Auxiliary winch hydraulic
Lifting capacity, t 1.6
Shoe Brake
- number of brake pulleys 2
Gearbox three-speed
Dimensions, mm 
- length 
- width 
- height

13000 
2500 
4000

Total weight of the unit (no more), kg 29600

BAZ-690902
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Car crane KS-69731 lifting capacity 60 t

Not all car cranes are designed for work in the city. There is such machinery that is created to perform operations in difficult conditions 
(dense forests, laying oil pipelines, off-road, etc.). It should be characterized by maximum capacity and power, be able to overcome 
natural obstacles and be comfortable for the operator. The car crane KS-69731 "Ivanovets" (60 tons) produced by Gazprom-Kran, CJSC is a 
completely unique machinery you will not find somewhere else. This model was developed in cooperation with Bryansk Automobile Plant, 
which provided a reliable cross-country chassis BAZ-690902. 
Wheelbase and chassis features
Excellent power indicators of the crane are provided by the super modern chassis BAZ-690902 with the wheel formula 8x8. It is equipped 
with wide-profile tires with adjustable pressure, which turn the machinery into a real cross-country vehicle. The hard-to-reach dense forests 
are not an obstacle to our mobile crane. The power unit YMZ-7511.10 has a capacity of 400 horsepower and turbocharging. In this model, 
the latest technological solutions such as inter-axle differential and distribution gearbox locking, liquid cooling and others were applied. 
Crane unit features
The telescopic ovoid-type jib has a reduced weight and is able to extend for 40 meters. To extend the working area, "gooseneck 
extensions" (jibs) (9 and 15 meters) can additionally be used. All elements of the unit pass ultrasonic testing and designed using computer 
programs, so their reliability is at the highest level. The maximum load capacity of the equipment is 60 tons! 
The mobile crane of this model is equipped with swiveling front and telescopic rear supports, which form a stable and reliable working 
framework. There is an additional counterweight of 8 tons, expanding possibilities of the machinery. Cargo characteristics impress - when 
the jib is 30 meters, the mobile crane can move cargo of more than two tons! 
Features of the operator's cab
The cab is equipped according to all world standards and has digital joysticks, a climate control system, a touch screen with data on the 
condition of the valves and crane units and other necessary options. The operator feels comfortable during work, and his productivity does 
not decrease by the end of the shift due to a comfortable adjustable chair. 
Our company sells certified equipment of Gazprom-kran, CJSC, so buying a KS-69731 model, you can not worry about its quality and 
reliability! 

Not all car cranes are designed for work in the city. There is such machinery that is created to perform operations in 
difficult conditions (dense forests, laying oil pipelines, off-road, etc.). It should be characterized by maximum capacity and 
power, be able to overcome natural obstacles and be comfortable for the operator. The car crane KS-69731 "Ivanovets" 
(60 tons) produced by Gazprom-Kran, CJSC is a completely unique machinery you will not find somewhere else. This 
model was developed in cooperation with Bryansk Automobile Plant, which provided a reliable cross-country chassis 
BAZ-690902. 
Wheelbase and chassis features
Excellent power indicators of the crane are provided by the super modern chassis BAZ-690902 with the wheel formula 
8x8. It is equipped with wide-profile tires with adjustable pressure, which turn the machinery into a real cross-country 
vehicle. The hard-to-reach dense forests are not an obstacle to our mobile crane. The power unit YMZ-7511.10 has a 
capacity of 400 horsepower and turbocharging. In this model, the latest technological solutions such as inter-axle 
differential and distribution gearbox locking, liquid cooling and others were applied. 
Crane unit features
The telescopic ovoid-type jib has a reduced weight and is able to extend for 40 meters. To extend the working area, 
"gooseneck extensions" (jibs) (9 and 15 meters) can additionally be used. All elements of the unit pass ultrasonic 
testing and designed using computer programs, so their reliability is at the highest level. The maximum load capacity of 
the equipment is 60 tons! 
The mobile crane of this model is equipped with swiveling front and telescopic rear supports, which form a stable and 
reliable working framework. There is an additional counterweight of 8 tons, expanding possibilities of the machinery. 
Cargo characteristics impress - when the jib is 30 meters, the mobile crane can move cargo of more than two tons! 
Features of the operator's cab
The cab is equipped according to all world standards and has digital joysticks, a climate control system, a touch screen 
with data on the condition of the valves and crane units and other necessary options. The operator feels comfortable 
during work, and his productivity does not decrease by the end of the shift due to a comfortable adjustable chair. 
Our company sells certified equipment of Gazprom-kran, CJSC, so buying a KS-69731 model, you can not worry about its 
quality and reliability! 

BAZ-690902
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Car crane KS-69731 lifting capacity 60 t

Not all car cranes are designed for work in the city. There is such machinery that is created to perform operations in 
difficult conditions (dense forests, laying oil pipelines, off-road, etc.). It should be characterized by maximum capacity and 
power, be able to overcome natural obstacles and be comfortable for the operator. The car crane KS-69731 "Ivanovets" 
(60 tons) produced by Gazprom-Kran, CJSC is a completely unique machinery you will not find somewhere else. This 
model was developed in cooperation with Bryansk Automobile Plant, which provided a reliable cross-country chassis 
BAZ-690902. 
Wheelbase and chassis features
Excellent power indicators of the crane are provided by the super modern chassis BAZ-690902 with the wheel formula 
8x8. It is equipped with wide-profile tires with adjustable pressure, which turn the machinery into a real cross-country 
vehicle. The hard-to-reach dense forests are not an obstacle to our mobile crane. The power unit YMZ-7511.10 has a 
capacity of 400 horsepower and turbocharging. In this model, the latest technological solutions such as inter-axle 
differential and distribution gearbox locking, liquid cooling and others were applied. 
Crane unit features
The telescopic ovoid-type jib has a reduced weight and is able to extend for 40 meters. To extend the working area, 
"gooseneck extensions" (jibs) (9 and 15 meters) can additionally be used. All elements of the unit pass ultrasonic 
testing and designed using computer programs, so their reliability is at the highest level. The maximum load capacity of 
the equipment is 60 tons! 
The mobile crane of this model is equipped with swiveling front and telescopic rear supports, which form a stable and 
reliable working framework. There is an additional counterweight of 8 tons, expanding possibilities of the machinery. 
Cargo characteristics impress - when the jib is 30 meters, the mobile crane can move cargo of more than two tons! 
Features of the operator's cab
The cab is equipped according to all world standards and has digital joysticks, a climate control system, a touch screen 
with data on the condition of the valves and crane units and other necessary options. The operator feels comfortable 
during work, and his productivity does not decrease by the end of the shift due to a comfortable adjustable chair. 
Our company sells certified equipment of Gazprom-kran, CJSC, so buying a KS-69731 model, you can not worry about its 
quality and reliability! 

Lifting capacity, t 60 tons

Jibs length, m: 40.0 m

Chassis: BAZ-690902

Wheel formula: 8х8

Characteristic Value

Maximum load moment, t*m 196.0

Jib profile Ovoid

Jib length, m 9.0-15.0

Lifting-lowering speed, m/min

- nominal 5.0

- increased

- maximum 40.0

Cargo loading speed, m/min 0.2

Transport speed, km/h 80.0

Base Car Engine

- model YAMZ-7511.10

- power, h.p. 400

Dimensions in transport position, m (L x W x H) 13100х2746х3990

Operating temperature, °C from -40 to +40

BAZ-690902
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Tip-truck on chassis 8x8

Body capacity: 20 m3

Lifting capacity: 20 tons
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Civilian machinery: BAZ-69096 
special wheeled chassis 10x8.1

Production since 
2002.Curb weight, kg                                                        19880

Weight of mounted equipment, kg                             35120 
Total chassis weight, kg                                                        55000
Engine (model)                                                TMZ  8431.10
Engine power, h.p.                                                               470
Transmission Nine-speed YMZ-2393-10 
Maximum chassis speed, km/h:                          50
Control fuel consumption, l/100 km                                     65
Cruising range according to the control fuel consumption, km              900

Minimum turning radius, m                                          16.35

Suspension independent on the transversal 
swinging arms, two-torsional with 

a shock absorber on 
each wheel

Maximum angle of static transverse stability, deg.              40
Maximum fordable depth, m                 1.4
Tires, model                                                  BEL-66A, VI-3
 Power takeoff from PTO box kW (hp) when parked                               525/70 R21 
(1300×530-533 164V )
 - mechanical from the output shaft of the power takeoff; 294 (400)
- for the drive of 2 hydraulic pumps of model 3102.112, each 81.5 (110)

 

Purpose – installation of drilling rigs, placement of other equipment and 
provision of traffic on all types of roads and terrain

Road weight condition

Full weight condition
Curb 

weight, kg

Lifting capacity, kg 

Axle load, kg



Truck Tank AC-56592M Well cementing complex SIN35

Coiled tubing unit URAN-30

Mobile drilling rig ARB-100

Mobile drilling rig UPR80-100

Application of modifications of chassis BAZ-69096 to NH

20
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Unit ARB-100 

1.Purpose
The repair and drilling unit ARB100 is designed for drilling, development, repair and restoration of wells of various 
purposes: search, hydrogeological, water intake, operational (oil, gas) in macro-climatic regions with a moderate and 
cold climate at an ambient temperature from minus 45 ° С to plus 45 °С. Placement category 1 according to GOST 
15150. 
The ARB100 allows performing the following operations (with the appropriate equipment):
- drilling of wells with a rotor or hydraulic mud motors;
- drilling of sidetracks of wells;
- tripping operations with drilling and production tubing, pumping rods;
- mechanized screwing of a string of drilling and production tubing;
- drilling of sand plugs and cement bridges with a rotor or hydraulic mud motors;
- installation of cement bridges in wells through the derrick manifold;
- flushing wells through the derrick manifold;
- various works to eliminate accidents;
- development of wells after completion of drilling operations;
- installation and dismantling of the rig and other equipment at the well;
- movement on roads of all categories.

BAZ-69096
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Unit ARB-100 

Permissible hook load, kN (tf) 981 (100)
Drive mechanisms chassis engine TMZ-8431.10

with capacity of 345.5 kW
Drilling winch  

- traction force on the drill drum, kN (tf) 137 (14)
- pulling speed of the travelling block, m/s 0.15...1.5
Bailing winch  
- traction force on the bailing
drum, kN (tf) 68.7 (7)
- pulling speed of the bailing line, max., m/s 10

- capacity of the bailing drum, m 2,000 (Ø15 mm)...2,500 (Ø 13 mm)
Derrick telescopic, two-section,

inclined with open front

- distance from the ground to the crown block axis, mm 30,000
- length of the flare lifted, mm 16,000...18,000

- drilling pipes Ø 114 and 127 mm, running length, m 2,500
- production and drilling tubing Ø 73 and 89 mm, running length, 
m 5,000
Travelling system with the rotary line bypass device
- equipment 4х5
- diameter of the rotary line, mm 25 25
- permissible load, kN (tf) 29.5 (3)
type and model of the pump axial piston pump 310.2.112 - 2 pcs./

NSh-50M4 - 1 pc.
- nominal pressure, MPa (atm) 11.8 (120)/13.7 (140)
- normal feed, l/min 380
Hydraulic cathead 2 pcs.
- rod stroke length, mm 1,000
- generated force, kN (tf) 49 (5.5)
Manifold (riser with a mud hose)  
- cross-section, mm 76
- working pressure, MPa (atm) 20 (200)
Emergency electric drive  
- power of the electric motor, kW 30
- pulling speed of the hook block
at the maximum permissible
load, m/min 0.5
- highest pulling speed
of the hook block, m/min 1.5
Explosion-proof lighting, V 220, (emergency 24)

Dimensions of the lifting unit (transit), mm

chassis BAZ 69096
7,004
20,000х3,250х4,500

Weight in transit position, kg 57,000

BAZ-69096
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Cementing machine SIN 35 SIN35.10

Application of SIN-35
Cementing, pressure testing and carrying out of preflush and overflush operations at oil and gas wells.

Advantages of SIN-35
•Pump efficiency is 20% higher than the efficiency of piston pumps, which results in fuel savings of 

up to 30%.
•Due to high efficiency, high hydraulic power (P and Q) of at least 132 kW is achieved.
•The resource of piston pumps before the overhaul is 2,500 hours, that of plunger pumps is 6,000 

hours.
•The high-pressure pump SIN32, the most common and mature three-plunger pump in Russia, is 

installed.
•Reliable and durable shut-off valves of own production are installed.
•Unified fuel system of diesel engines of water-fed unit and chassis.
•Installation has a suction depth of at least 4 meters.

BAZ-69096
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Cementing machine SIN 35 SIN35.10 BAZ-69096

Model SIN35.10
Chassis BAZ-69096

Pumping unit 
Hydraulic horsepower output, kW (hp) 588 (800)

Number of pumps in the unit, pcs 2
100 mm 56
125 mm 36

The maximum theoretical capacity, l/s (cub. m/hour) with plunger diameter and pressure
100 mm 15.7 MPa 37 (133.2)
125 mm 10.5 MPa 56 (201.6) 

Pump drive from two autonomous diesel engines through 
gearbox and gear couplings

Diesel В2-500ТК-С4

Gearbox epicyclical, five-speed, hydromechanical

Slurry preparation unit

Hydraulic horsepower output of the gaging pump, kW 120

Type of the gaging pump three-plunger, horizontal single-acting (SIN32)

Maximum pressure, MPa with plunger diameter of 125 mm, MPa 20

The maximum theoretical capacity with plunger diameter of 125 
mm and pressure of 6.6 MPa, l/s 18

Measuring tank 
Number of sections, pcs 2
Volume of a section, m3 3

Slurry preparation unit
Mud surge tank

Number of sections, pcs 2
Volume of a section, m3 3

Grouting fluid tank
Number of sections, pcs 1
Volume of a section, m3 1.5

Charging pump
Quantity, pcs. 1

Type centrifugal
Pressure, MPa (l/s) 0.3 (45) 
Dimensions, mm 1,6150х2,750х4,500

Curb weight of the unit, t 50
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AC Truck Tank BAZ-69096

The truck tank AC-56592M is designed for transportation and 
collection of oil products with density of 960 kg/m3 on roads of 
all categories that allow axle load up to 10 tons and off-road.
Designed and assembled by Alekseyevkakhimmash OJSC, 
Alekseyevka of the Belgorod Oblast.

Specifications of the 
truck tank AC-56592M

Title Values

Axle arrangement 10x8.1

Dimensions
Length, mm 14,253
Width, mm 2,750
Height, mm 2,850

Engine

Brand of the engine TMZ-8431.10

Power, hp 470
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UPR-100 (UBP-100) Unit

Application area, purpose, and title of products.
UBP-100 is designed for repair, development, and restoration of wells, as well as for drilling wells of various purposes: oil, gas, 
hydrogeological, water intake, and production wells. 
The unit is designed to work in macro-climatic regions with a moderate and cold climate at an ambient temperature of -45°C to +45°C.
Specifications: TU 3661-025-96632822-2009 
The installation consists of the following main units: 
assembly and transport base, power take-off box, 
gearbox, winch drive and rotor drive transmission, 
cargo winch, 
inclined telescopic two-section mast with open front, 
hydraulic system, pneumatic system, electrical system, 
as well as control system.
Due to the combination of characteristics and completeness, the UBP-100 fully meets the requirements of pp. 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3 of "Safety 
Rules in the Oil and Gas Industry" PB 08-624-03 as of 05.06.2003.
The unit allows performing the following operations: 
•movement on roads of all categories;
•assembly and dismantling of the unit at the well;
•installation and dismantling of well equipment;
•tripping operations with pumping rods, production and drill tubing;
•mechanized screwing and unscrewing of production tubing string and drill pipes;
•installation of cement bridges in wells through the derrick manifold;
•drilling of sand plugs and cement bridges with a rotor or hydraulic mud motors;
•fishing and other types of work to eliminate accidents; 
•drilling of wells with a rotor or hydraulic mud motors;
•kickoff and sidetracking;
•flushing wells through the derrick manifold;
•development of wells after completion of drilling operations

BAZ-69096
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Off-road Tractor BAZ-69099
Wheel arrangement 12х12.1 

Axle load, kg

Road weight 
condition

Full weight 
condition Curb 

weight, kg

Lifting capacity, kg 

Produced since 1999 
 
Curb weight, kg                                                        23,280
Weight of mounted equipment, kg                             42,720 
Total chassis weight, kg                                                        66,000
Engine (model)                                                 TMZ 8431.10
Engine power, hp                                                               470
Nine-speed gearbox                                     YMZ-2393-10 
Maximum chassis speed, km/h:                                50
Control fuel consumption, l/100 km                                     75
Cruising range according to the control fuel consumption, km                800
Minimum turning radius, m                                               16.45

Suspension                                                                                  independent on 
transversal swinging arms, 

  two-torsional with 
  shock absorber on     each wheel

Maximum angle of static transverse stability, deg.              40
Maximum fordable depth, m                     1.4
Tires, model                                                   BEL-66А (VI-3)×530-
Power takeoff from PTO box kW (hp) when parked                              525/70 R21 
(1300×530-533 164V )
 - mechanical from the output shaft of the power takeoff; 294 (400)
- for the drive of 2 hydraulic pumps of model 3102.112, 81.5 (110) each
533 164B)
 

 

Designed for installation of drilling rigs, placement of other equipment 
and providing traffic for all types of roads and terrain. 
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Options of the BAZ-69099 chassis use

Drilling rig MBU-125О «КМЗ» Drilling rig MBU-140О «КМЗ»
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Drilling rig MBU-125О «КМЗ»

Drilling rig MBU-125 is designed for drilling with rotary and hydraulic mud motors of operational and exploratory wells. 

The conventional drilling depth of wells is 2,700 meters (when drilled with a string of 28 kg/m). 
The drilling rig consists of the following units: 
• lifting unit on the all-wheel drive chassis BAZ-69099 with increased lifting capacity: 
•mobile block of the drilling structure and V-door ramps on a three-axle trailer OZTP847

The drilling rig consists of the following units: 
• lifting unit on the all-wheel drive chassis BAZ-69099 with increased lifting 

capacity: 
•mobile block of the drilling structure and V-door ramps on a three-axle trailer 

OZTP847

BAZ-69099
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Drilling rig MBU-125О «КМЗ»

LIFTING UNIT  
Permissible hook load, kN (tf) 1,126 (125)

Drive mechanisms The travelling motor of the TMZ-88431 chassis with the power of 330 
(470) kW

Derrick:  
- distance from the ground to crown block axis, mm 37,000
- length of the flare lifted, mm 24,000
Storage capacity of the racking board  
- drill pipes O114 and O127 mm 2,700
- production tubing and drilling pipe O73 and O89 mm 3,000
Traveling system:  
- string-up 4х6
- diameter of the rotary line, mm 25 28
Drilling winch:  
- traction force on the drill drum, kN (tf) 191 (19.5)
- pulling speed of the travel block, m/sec 0.15...1.5
Hydrodynamic brake:  
- actuation - Operational, by disc air-coupling
- running speed of the hook block with a weight of 75 tons, 
m/s 0.9

Auxiliary hydraulic winch:  
- permissible load, kN (tf) 29.5 (3)
Manifold (riser with a mud hose)  
- cross-section, mm 76
- generated pressure, MPa (atm) 19.6 (200)
Emergency electric drive:  
- engine power, kW 30
- pulling speed of the hook block at the maximum permissible 
load, m/min 0.8

- the maximum pulling speed of the hook block, m/min 2.9
Illumination 220 (emergency 24) explosion-proof
Dimensions (transport), mm 28,000х3,100х4,500
Weight in transit position, kg 60,000

BAZ-69099
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Drilling rig MBU-140О «КМЗ»

MBU-140 rig is designed for drilling, development, repair, restoration, sidetracking at oil, gas, 
operational, exploration, water, and other wells: with a rotor, top drive and hydraulic mud motors, in 
microclimatic regions with moderate and cold climate at an ambient temperature of minus 45°C to 
plus 45°C. Placement Category 1 according to GOST 15150-69. 
 

The drilling depth of wells is 3,000 m (when drilled with a string of 28 kg/m).
The installation consists of the following main units:
lifting unit on the all-wheel drive chassis with increased lifting capacity: BAZ69099
mobile block of the drilling structure and V-door ramp of model PSTPM-2 are assembled on trailer 
chassis, model 84703B, 830925-09,
rotor RUP 560 with power slips
swivel
leading pipe
mud hose
mud board
weight indicator. 

BAZ-69099
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Drilling rig MBU-140О «КМЗ» BAZ-69099

Mounting base  BAZ-69099
Maximum hook test load, tf (kN) 175 (1,715)
Permissible hook load, tf (kN) 140 (1,375)
Conventional drilling depth (drilling string weight of 30 kg/m), 
m 2,800

Conventional repair depth (drill pipes with the diameter of 89 
mm), m   6,300   

Winch drive and rotor drive type Diesel-from chassis 
engine

Combined: Combined:

Diesel-from chassis engine Diesel-from chassis engine

Electrical-from frequency 
controlled electrical motor

Electrical-from gear box 
electrical motor        

Power of the diesel drive, kW (hp) 346 (470), 395 (540), 440 (600)
Power of the electrical drive, kW (hp)   630 (856)   500 (680)  
Drive gearbox Mechanical or hydromechanical (Allison)

Derrick Two-section, telescopic with open front complete with crown block, with the possibility 
of installing an upper drive system

Height from the ground to crown block axis, m  37
Derrick lifting mechanism By means of two hydraulic cylinders
Derrick telescoping mechanism By means of an auxiliary rope and a drilling winch
Racking platform Automatically folding out when the upper section of the derrick extends
Storage capacity of the platform for drilling pipes of 114 mm, 
running meter 3,100

Length of the drill pipe stand, m 18 -21
Drilling structure (rotary)   
Type Telescopable/Foldable (parallelogram)
The height of the drilling structure (drilling floor line), m 5.7/7.0
Clearance from the ground level to rotary beams, m 4.7/6.0
Travelling system Cross-type
Diameter of the rotary line, mm 28
Tooling system string-up 4х5

Winch One-drum, two-speed, with disc air-couplings; drum with the Lebus belt

Traction force on the drill drum, kN (tf) 175 (18)
Main brake Mechanical, belt-type
Auxiliary brake Hydrodynamic with cooling system for working fluid
Swivel VB-140
Lifting capacity, tf (kN) 140 (1,375)
Rotor R-560
Diameter of the opening in the rotor table, mm 560

Permissible static load on the rotor table and power slips, kN 1,375

Diameter of supported pipes (with relevant completeness), 
mm 73-245

Leading drilling pipe* LDP
Size of the square part, mm 80, 89, 112, 140
Length, mm 11,300
V-door ramp with racks Transportable or wheeled
Trip tank** Installed on the drilling structure
Volume, m3 4
Mud board of the derrick and winch block** Assembled structure
Height, mm 300

Mounting base  BAZ-69099
Maximum hook test load, tf (kN) 175 (1,715)
Permissible hook load, tf (kN) 140 (1,375)
Conventional drilling depth (drilling string weight of 30 kg/m), 
m 2,800

Conventional repair depth (drill pipes with the diameter of 89 
mm), m   6,300   

Winch drive and rotor drive type Diesel-from chassis engine

Power of the diesel drive, kW (hp) 346 (470),
Drive gearbox Mechanical or hydromechanical (Allison)

Derrick Two-section, telescopic with open front complete with crown block, with the possibility 
of installing an upper drive system

Height from the ground to crown block axis, m  37
Derrick lifting mechanism By means of two hydraulic cylinders
Derrick telescoping mechanism By means of an auxiliary rope and a drilling winch
Racking platform Automatically folding out when the upper section of the derrick extends
Storage capacity of the platform for drilling pipes of 114 mm, 
running meter 3,100

Length of the drill pipe stand, m 18 -21
Drilling structure (rotary)   
Type Telescopable/Foldable (parallelogram)
The height of the drilling structure (drilling floor line), m 5.7/7.0
Clearance from the ground level to rotary beams, m 4.7/6.0
Travelling system Cross-type
Diameter of the rotary line, mm 28
Tooling system string-up 4х5

Winch One-drum, two-speed, with disc air-couplings; drum with the Lebus belt

Traction force on the drill drum, kN (tf) 175 (18)
Main brake Mechanical, belt-type
Auxiliary brake Hydrodynamic with cooling system for working fluid
Swivel VB-140
Lifting capacity, tf (kN) 140 (1,375)
Rotor R-560
Diameter of the opening in the rotor table, mm 560

Permissible static load on the rotor table and power slips, kN 1,375

Diameter of supported pipes (with relevant completeness), 
mm 73-245

Leading drilling pipe* LDP
Size of the square part, mm 80, 89, 112, 140
Length, mm 11,300
V-door ramp with racks Transportable or wheeled
Trip tank** Installed on the drilling structure
Volume, m3 4
Mud board of the derrick and winch block** Assembled structure
Height, mm 300
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Civilian machinery: BAZ-69098
special crane chassis 8х8.1 

Weight of mounted equipment (with boom/with jib), kg 19,600/20,540

Curb weight, kg 23,800
Total weight of the chassis with the crane installation (with 
boom/with jib), kg 

4,340,000/44,340

Engine (model) YMZ 7511.10
Engine power, hp 400
Gearbox Nine-speed 

YAMZ-2393-20 
Suspension independent on the transversal 

swinging arms, two-torsional 
with a shock absorber on each 

wheel

Tires, model BEL-66A, VI-3
Maximum speed, km/h 50
Control fuel consumption of the road train, l/100 km 60

Cruising range according to the control fuel consumption, km 550

Minimum turning radius, m 14.0
Maximum lift overcome by a fully load road train, degree 20

Maximum angle of static transverse stability, deg. 40

Maximum fordable depth, m 1.4

Ground clearance, mm 485
Power take-off from PTO box in the parking lot for the drive of 2 
hydraulic pumps of models 3103.112 and 310.56, , kW (hp)
             

100 (136)

Road weight condition

Full weight condition (with jig) Curb 
weight, kg

Weight of equipment, 
kg

Axle load, kg

Designed for installation of a crane with 
the lifting capacity of 50 tf
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BAZ-69098

Base chassis   BAZ-69098

Wheel arrangement    8 х 8
Engine   YMZ-7511.10-11
Engine power, kW (hp)    400
Lifting capacity, t    50
Load moment, tm   154
Boom extension, m    8 - 26
Lifting height, m   
with the main boom    11.5-30.6
with thee jib    45.4
Length of the boom, m    10.6-30.0
Jib length, m   9 and 15
Cargo lifting (lowering) speed, m/min    3,848 at 8-time reserve
Max. lifting (lowering) speed of the empty hook, m/min   7,68 at 9,5 tons and 8-time reserve

Cargo loading speed, m/min   0.16
Rotational speed, 1/min   0.2-0.628
Working range, degrees   360 degrees
The size of the supporting contour (along and across the chassis 
axis), m   

with extended beams of outriggers   
with retracted beams of outriggers   
Travel speed, km/h   50
Dimensions in transit position, mm   
length   13,830
height    3,975
width    2,750
Total weight with the main boom, t    41.3
Load distribution on the road, t/s    
through the tires of the front wheels of the trolley   10.93
through the tires of the rear wheels of the trolley   11.153

Crane Truck 
KS-6973BM-U1
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Advantages of the BAZ machinery allow customers to use 
machines where they need to

High technical availability
Provided by using a reinforced frame, 
independent suspension, transmission. Proven 
reliability of the chassis, special service, direct 
supply of spare parts

Profitability
Economic efficiency, high lifting 
capacity and high performance help
reducing unit costs per ton of cargo. 
Low total cost of ownership

Performance
Chassis carries more cargo per unit of time and 
maintains the maximum performance in all 
weather conditions

High cross-country 
capabilityUnique constructive designs provide 
high cross-country capability of the 
chassis in the taiga, tundra, desert 
(unstable soils, off-road)

Minimization of risks
Using reliable machinery minimizes 
risks when delivering cargoes and 
works in extreme conditions at any 
time of the year

Ecological 
compatibilityUsing wide-profile tires allows 
preserving a unique ecosystem of 
taiga and tundra
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Options of the BAZ-69096 chassis prospective use

Spectacle lift truck

Truck loader crane

ML – 25 on the BAZ 69096 chassis

BAZ-79271

Self-propelled 
crane
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Options of the BAZ-69099 chassis prospective use

BAZ 12x10 chassis for installation of a crane 
unit with the lifting capacity of 100 tons.

BAZ 12x12 chassis Container truck 30 ft. 
Mlc=30,480kg

BAZ 12x12 chassis Loading platform 10,000
х2,600mm

Truck loader crane
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Option for prospective development of the BAZ chassis for crane 
units 

BAZ 59713 chassis for installation of a crane 
unit with the lifting capacity of 32 tons.

BAZ 8035 chassis for installation of a crane unit 
with the lifting capacity of 80 tons.

BAZ 8973 chassis for installation of a crane unit 
with the lifting capacity of 100 tons.
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Special wheeled chassis 8x8.1
with increased cabin


